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The term ‘Maya’, in Indian traditions, refers to our sensory perception of the
world and, as such, to a superficial reality (or ‘un–reality’) that we must look
beyond to find the inner reality of things. Applied to the study of language, we
perceive sounds, a superficial reality, and then we seek structures, the underlying
reality in what we call phonology, morphology, and syntax. This volume starts
with an introduction by the editors, which shows how the various papers
contained in the volume reflect the spectrum of research interests of Andrea
Calabrese, as well as his influence on the work of colleagues and his students.
Contributors, united in their search for the abstract structures that underlie the
appearances of languages include linguists such as Adriana Belletti, Paola
Benincà, Jonathan Bobaljik, Gugliemo Cinque, David Embick, Mirko Grimaldi,
Harry van der Hulst, Michael Kenstowicz, Maria Rita Manzini, Andrew Nevins,
Elizabeth Pyatt, Luigi Rizzi, Leonardo Savoia, Laura Vanelli, Bert Vaux, Susi
Wurmbrand, as well as a few junior researchers including Mariachiara Berizzi,
Giuliano Bocci, Stefano Canalis, Silvio Cruschina, Irina Monich, Beata Moskal,
Diego Pescarini, Joseph Perry, Roberto Petrosino, and Kobey Schwayder.
This book gives a comprehensive introduction to Comparative Indo-European
Linguistics. It starts with a presentation of the languages of the family (from
English and the other Germanic languages, the Celtic and Slavic languages,
Latin, Greek and Sanskrit through Armenian and Albanian) and a discussion of
the culture and origin of the Indo-Europeans, the speakers of the Indo-European
proto-language.The reader is introduced into the nature of language change and
the methods of reconstruction of older language stages, with many examples
(from the Indo-European languages). A full description is given of the sound
changes, which makes it possible to follow the origin of the different IndoEuropean languages step by step. This is followed by a discussion of the
development of all the morphological categories of Proto-Indo-European. The
book presents the latest in scholarly insights, like the laryngeal and glottalic
theory, the accentuation, the ablaut patterns, and these are systematically
integrated into the treatment. The text of this second edition has been corrected
and updated by Michiel de Vaan. Sixty-six new exercises enable the student to
practice the reconstruction of PIE phonology and morphology.
Basic Irish: A Grammar and Workbook provides a jargon-free introduction to the
most commonly used grammatical structures within the Irish language. Focusing
on the repeated use of grammatical patterns, this Workbook develops an
understanding of the structures presented, making the forms familiar and
automatic for learners. This user-friendly workbook includes: terminology
introduced and explained with multiple examples exercises in the grammatical
forms introduced in the text translation exercises an exercise key.
This volume explores word order change within the framework of diachronic
generative syntax. Word order is at the core of natural language grammatical
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systems, linking syntax with prosody and with semantics and pragmatics. The
chapters in this volume use the tools provided by the generative theory of
grammar to examine the constrained ways in which historical word order variants
have given way to new ones over time. Following an introduction by the editors,
the book is divided into four parts that investigate changes regarding the targets
for movement within the clausal functional hierarchy; changes (or stability) in the
nature of the triggers for movement; verb movement into the left peripheries; and
types of movement, with specific focus on word order change in Latin. Data are
drawn from a wide variety of languages from different families and from both
classical and modern periods, including Sanskrit, Tocharian, Italian, Portuguese,
Dutch, Irish, Hungarian, and Coptic Egyptian. The book's broad coverage and
combination of language-internal and comparative studies offers new
perspectives on the relation between word order change and syntactic
movement. The volume also provides a range of wider insights into the properties
of natural language and the way in which those properties constrain language
variation and change.
Reproduction of the original: English as we speak it in Ireland by P.W. Joyce
Leaving the home of his foster mother to begin his working life, young Victor
stops to visit his uncle, who long ago sealed himself away from the world, on a
island in a lake, high in the Austrian alps. The old man, who has never known
love, lives barricaded in a former monastery, surrounded by an atmosphere of
death and decay. Portraying the friction between these two characters with keen
psychological insight, Stifter's masterful bildungsroman explores conflicting
attitudes to life and their existential effects: stillness and movement, light and
dark, openness and withdrawal.
A discussion of the rich written heritage of the Old and Middle Irish period,
600-1200. Chapters deal with such topics as druids, monks, poets, the
beginnings of writing manuscripts, saga cycles, and stories about kings, kingship
and sovereignty goddesses.
The contents of the present volume will enhance our understanding of the diachrony of
agreement systems and provide a useful starting point for future studies on this both
fascinating and intricate field of research.
SengoidelcOld Irish for BeginnersSyracuse University Press
Featuring numerous updates and additional anthology selections, the 3rd edition of
Introduction to Old English confirms its reputation as a leading text designed to help students
engage with Old English literature for the first time. A new edition of one of the most popular
introductions to Old English Assumes no expertise in other languages or in traditional grammar
Includes basic grammar reviews at the beginning of each major chapter and a “minitext”
feature to aid students in practicing reading Old English Features updates and several new
anthology readings, including King Alfred’s Preface to Gregory’s Pastoral Care
Warren Maguire examines Mid-Ulster English as a key case of new dialect formation,
considering the roles of language shift and dialect contact in its phonological development. He
explores the different processes which led to the development of MUE through contact
between dialects of English, Scots and Irish and examines the history of a wide range of
consonantal and vocalic features. In addition to determining the phonological origins of MUE,
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Maguire shows us why the dialect developed in the way that it did and considers what the
phonology of the dialect can tell us about the nature of contact between the input language
varieties. In doing so, he demonstrates the kinds of analysis and techniques that can be used
to explain the development of extra-territorial varieties of English and colonial dialects in
complex situations of contact, and shows that Irish English provides a useful testing-ground for
models of new dialect formation.As one of the oldest 'new' extra-territorial varieties of English,
one which developed in a context of language and dialect contact, MUE provides an excellent
opportunity to study how new dialects develop in situations of settlement colonisation.
OLD/MIDDLE IRISH LANGUAGE, MEDIEVAL IRISH LITERATURE, TEXTUAL STUDIES.
Despite the ease with which scholars have used the term "memory" in recent decades, its
definition remains enigmatic. Does cultural memory rely on the memories of individuals, or
does it take shape beyond the borders of the individual mind? Cultural memory has garnered
particular attention within Irish studies. With its trauma-filled history and sizable global
diaspora, Ireland presents an ideal subject for work in this vein. What do stereotypes of Irish
memory—as extensive, unforgiving, begrudging, but also blank on particular, usually traumatic,
subjects—reveal about the ways in which cultural remembrance works in contemporary Irish
culture and in Irish diasporic culture? How do icons of Irishness—from the harp to the cottage,
from the Celtic cross to a figure like James Joyce—function in cultural memory? This collection
seeks to address these questions as it maps a landscape of cultural memory in Ireland through
theoretical, historical, literary, and cultural explorations by top scholars in the field of Irish
studies. In a series that will ultimately include four volumes, the sixteen essays in this first
volume explore remembrance and forgetting throughout history, from early modern Ireland to
contemporary multicultural Ireland. Among the many subjects addressed: Guy Beiner
disentangles "collective" from "folk" memory in "Remembering and Forgetting the Irish
Rebellion of 1798," and Anne Dolan looks at local memory of the civil war in "Embodying the
Memory of War and Civil War." The volume concludes with Alan Titley’s "The Great
Forgetting," a compelling argument for viewing modern Irish culture as an artifact of the
Europeanization of Ireland and for bringing into focus the urgent need for further, wide-ranging
Irishlanguage scholarship.
Ireland has been rated the number one place to live because it successfully combines the most
desirable elements of a modern society—the world’s fourth highest GDP per person and low
unemployment—with the preservation of certain cozy elements of the old, such as stable family
and community life. Michael J. O‘Sullivan presents the globalization of Ireland in a context of
international trends in economics, international relations, and politics. His multi-disciplinary
approach uncovers many of the weaknesses that lie behind the complacent and clichéd view
of the Celtic Tiger. In examining Ireland’s great leap forward from a developing to a
postindustrial economy, O‘Sullivan offers valuable lessons to other countries.

This dual language pocket book represents a collection of new translations of
several Irish myths and texts from folklore. Each story is first presented in the
original Old Irish and then in English so that a reader can experience the story as
it existed in the original before reading a new translation. Many of the existing
translations are around a hundred years old, and often either exclude material or
else skew the retelling to fit the mores of a more Victorian audience. The
translations included here in stories including The Struggle of the Two
Swineherds and the Wooing of Emer are an attempt to find a balance between a
more literal translation that is still enjoyable to an English speaking audience.
Material included focuses on the Irish Gods and related mythic beings, as well as
some fragments of wisdom texts.
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What could Greek poets or Roman historians say in their own language that
would be lost in translation? After all, different languages have different
personalities, and this is especially clear with languages of the ancient and
medieval world. This volume celebrates six such languages - Ancient Greek,
Latin, Old English, Sanskrit, Old Irish, and Biblical Hebrew - by first introducing
readers to their most distinctive features, then showing how these linguistic traits
play out in short excerpts from actual ancient texts. It explores, for instance, how
Homer's Greek shows signs of oral composition, how Horace achieves striking
poetic effects through interlaced word order in his Latin, and how the poet of
Beowulf attains remarkable intensity of expression through the resources of Old
English. But these are languages that have shared connections as well. Readers
will see how the Sanskrit of the Rig Veda uses words that come from roots found
also in English, how turns of phrase characteristic of the Hebrew Bible found their
way into English, and that even as unusual a language as Old Irish still builds on
common Indo-European linguistic patterns. Very few people have the opportunity
to learn these languages, and they can often seem mysterious and inaccessible:
drawing on a lucid and engaging writing style and with the aid of clear English
translations throughout, this book aims to give all readers, whether scholars,
students, or interested novices, an aesthetic appreciation of just how rich and
varied they are.
This established reference work is a valuable addition to the library of any Old
Irish scholar and an indispensable aid for students learning Old Irish. It includes
verbal paradigms for more than 50 verbs, listing both attested and reconstructed
forms. Old Irish Verbs and Vocabulary also includes both Old Irish - English and
English - Old Irish vocabulary sections, a perfect complement to E.G. Quin's OldIrish Workbook. It is both more affordable and easier to use than the Royal Irish
Academy's comprehensive Dictionary of the Irish Language.
This monograph presents the first comprehensive diachronic account of copular
and passive verb constructions in Old and Middle English. Peter Petr? analyzes:
? The mysterious loss of the high-frequency verb weor?an 'become' as a
casualty of changing word order in narrative during Middle English. ? The merger
of is 'is' and bi? 'shall be, is generally' into a single suppletive verb, and how it is
related to the development of a general analytic future shall be. ? The cooccurrence of multiple changes that led to become and wax crossing a threshold
of similarity with existing copulas, from which they analogically adopted full
productivity in one fell swoop. In explaining each of these changes, Petr? goes
beyond the level of the verb and its complements, drawing attention to analogical
networks and the importance of a verb's embeddedness in clausal and textual
environments. Using a radically usage-based approach, treating syntax as
emerging from (changing) frequencies, Petr? draws attention to general
principles of constructional change, including but not limited to
grammaticalization and lexicalization. He proposes novel parallelisms between
linguistic and ecological evolution. Going beyond the view of language change as
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propagating only in social interaction, Petr? explains how each individual's mental
grammar can be seen as a dynamic ecosystem with hierarchical environments
(clausal niches, textual habitats). In this view, the interconnectedness of
seemingly unrelated changes, itself resulting from cognitive economy principles,
is arguably more decisive in lexical change than is functional competition.
Centuries before W. B. Yeats wove Indian, Japanese, and Irish forms together in
his poetry and plays, Irish writers found kinships in Asian and West Asian
cultures. This book maps the unacknowledged discourse of Irish Orientalism
within Ireland's complex colonial heritage.
The Celtic Languages describes in depth all the Celtic languages from historical,
structural and sociolinguistic perspectives with individual chapters on Irish,
Scottish Gaelic, Manx, Welsh, Breton and Cornish. This second edition has been
thoroughly revised to provide a comprehensive and up-to-date account of the
modern Celtic languages and their current sociolinguistic status along with
complete descriptions of the historical languages. This comprehensive volume is
arranged in four parts. The first part offers a description of the typological aspects
of the Celtic languages followed by a scene setting historical account of the
emergence of these languages. Chapters devoted to Continental Celtic, Old and
Middle Irish, and Old and Middle Welsh follow. Parts two and three are devoted
to linguistic descriptions of the contemporary languages. Part two has chapters
on Irish, Scots Gaelic and Manx, while Part three covers Welsh, Breton and
Cornish. Part four is devoted to the sociolinguistic situation of the four
contemporary Celtic languages and a final chapter describes the status of the
two revived languages Cornish and Manx. With contributions from a variety of
scholars of the highest reputation, The Celtic Languages continues to be an
invaluable tool for both students and teachers of linguistics, especially those with
an interest in typology, language universals and the unique sociolinguistic
position which the Celtic languages occupy. Dr Martin J. Ball is HawthorneBoRSF Endowed Professor, and Director of the Hawthorne Research Center, at
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. Dr Ball has over 120 academic
publications. Among his books are The Use of Welsh, Mutation in Welsh, and
Welsh Phonetics. Dr Nicole Müller is Hawthorne-BoRSF Endowed Professor at
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. Among her books are Mutation in Welsh,
and Agents in Early Irish and Early Welsh.
A compendium of Old-Irish grammar with translation exercises. The companion
volume to Old-Irish Paradigms and Selections from the Old-Irish Glosses.
This book showcases the state of the art in corpus-based linguistic analysis of
Celtic languages (specifically, Old/Middle Irish, Middle Welsh, and Cornish). It
explores corpus approaches to morphosyntactic variation in the medieval Celtic
languages
The Gaelic hero Fionn mac Cumhaill (often known in English as Finn MacCool)
has had a long life. First cited in Old Irish chronicles from the early Christian era,
he became the central hero of the Fenian Cycle which flourished in the high
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Middle Ages. Stories about Fionn and his warriors continue to be told by
storytellers in Ireland and in Gaelic Scotland to this day. This book traces the
development of Fionn's persona in Irish and Scottish texts and constructs a
heroic biography of him. As aspects of the hero are borrowed into English and
later world literature, his personality undergoes several changes. Seen as less
than admirable, he may become either a buffoon or a blackguard. Somehow
these contradictions exist side by side. Among the writers in English most
interested in Fionn are James Macpherson, the "translator" of The Poems of
Ossian ( 17601, William Carleton, the first great fiction writer of nineteenthcentury Ireland, and Fiann O'Brien, the multifaceted author of At Swim-TwoBirds. Aspects of Fiann appear as far apart as Mendelssohn's "Hebrides (or
Fingal 's Cave) Overture" and a contemporary rock opera. But the most complex
use of Fionn's story in modern literature is James Joyce's Finnegans Wake.
In this book, Aidan Doyle traces the history of the Irish language from the time of
the Norman invasion at the end of the 12th century to independence in 1922,
combining political, cultural, and linguistic history. The book is divided into seven
main chapters that focus on a specific period in the history of the language; they
each begin with a discussion of the external history and position of the Irish
language in the period, before moving on to investigate the important internal
changes that took place at that time. A History of the Irish Language makes
available for the first time material that has previously been inaccessible to
students and scholars who cannot read Irish, and will be a valuable resource not
only for undergraduate students of the language, but for all those interested in
Irish history and culture.
Bringing together scholarship on multilingual and intercultural medieval Britain
like never before, The Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature in Britain comprises
over 600 authoritative entries spanning key figures, contexts and influences in
the literatures of Britain from the fifth to the sixteenth centuries. A uniquely
multilingual and intercultural approach reflecting the latest scholarship, covering
the entire medieval period and the full tapestry of literary languages comprises
over 600 authoritative yet accessible entries on key figures, texts, critical
debates, methodologies, cultural and isitroical contexts, and related terminology
Represents all the literatures of the British Isles including Old and Middle English,
Early Scots, Anglo-Norman, the Norse, Latin and French of Britain, and the Celtic
Literatures of Wales, Ireland, Scotland and Cornwall Boasts an impressive
chronological scope, covering the period from the Saxon invasions to the fifth
century to the transition to the Early Modern Period in the sixteenth Covers the
material remains of Medieval British literature, including manuscripts and early
prints, literary sites and contexts of production, performance and reception as
well as highlighting narrative transformations and intertextual links during the
period
This reader remains the only major new reader of Old English prose and verse in
the past forty years. The second edition is extensively revised throughout, with
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the addition of a new 'Beginning Old English' section for newcomers to the Old
English language, along with a new extract from Beowulf. The fifty-seven
individual texts include established favourites such as The Battle of Maldon and
Wulfstan's Sermon of the Wolf, as well as others not otherwise readily available,
such as an extract from Apollonius of Tyre. Modern English glosses for every
prose-passage and poem are provided on the same page as the text, along with
extensive notes. A succinct reference grammar is appended, along with guides to
pronunciation and to grammatical terminology. A comprehensive glossary lists
and analyses all the Old English words that occur in the book. Headnotes to each
of the six text sections, and to every individual text, establish their literary and
historical contexts, and illustrate the rich cultural variety of Anglo-Saxon England.
This second edition is an accessible and scholarly introduction to Old English.
For centuries Westerners have held idealised or patronising views of Tibet, from
Shangri-La to heathen yak-herders. More recent times have seen the sinister
distortions of the Nazis, Hollywood misrepresentations and the rapid
encroachment of the commercial- industrial complex. For centuries Westerners
have held idealised or patronising views of Tibet, from Shangri-La to heathen yakherders. More recent times have seen the sinister distortions of the Nazis,
Hollywood misrepresentations and the rapid encroachment of the commercialindustrial complex. The
Ollam (“ollav”), named for the ancient title of Ireland’s chief poets, celebrates
the career of Tomás Ó Cathasaigh, Henry L. Shattuck Professor of Irish Studies
at Harvard University, who is one of the foremost interpreters of the rich and
fascinating world of early Irish saga literature. It is a complement to his own book
of essays, Coire Sois, the Cauldron of Knowledge: A Companion to Early Irish
Saga, also edited by Matthieu Boyd (University of Notre Dame Press, 2014), and
a sequel to his classic monograph The Heroic Biography of Cormac mac Airt
(Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1977) and as such it begins to show the
richness of his legacy. The essays in Ollam represent cutting-edge research in
Celtic philology and historical and literary studies. They form three clusters:
heroic legend; law and language; and poetry and poetics. The 21 contributors are
among the best Celtic Studies scholars of their respective generations, whether
they are rising stars or great professors at the finest universities around the
world. The book has a Foreword by William Gillies, Emeritus Professor at the
University of Edinburgh and former President of the International Congress of
Celtic Studies, who also contributed an essay on courtly love-poetry in the Book
of the Dean of Lismore. Other highlight include a new edition and translation of
the famous poem Messe ocus Pangur bán; a suite of articarticles on the ideal
king of Irish tradition, Cormac mac Airt; and studies on well-known heroes like Cú
Chulainn and Finn mac Cumaill. This book will be a must-have, and a treat, for
Celtic specialists. To nonspecialists it offers a glimpse at the vast creative energy
of Gaelic literature through the ages and of Celtic Studies in the twenty-first
century.
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An examination of how the feminine was viewed in early medieval Ireland, through a careful
study of a range of texts.
This is the second revised edition of A Student's Companion to Old Irish Grammar, which
originally appeared in 2013. This book, written in an intentionally informal style, aims to make
Old Irish grammar more accessible to students of all backgrounds. It can serve as a standalone introduction or can be used in conjunction with other grammatical works, in hopes of
elucidating some of the tricky concepts that makes Old Irish such a fascinating and rewarding
subject for study.
This comprehensive volume describes in depth all the Celtic languages from historical,
structural and sociolinguistic perspectives, with individual chapters on Irish, Scottish, Gaelic,
Manx, Welsh, Breton and Cornish. Organized for ease of reference, The Celtic Languages is
arranged in four parts. The first, Historical Aspects, covers the origin and history of the Celtic
languages, their spread and retreat, present-day distribution and a sketch of the extant and
recently extant languages. Parts II and III describe the structural detail of each language,
including phonology, mutation, morphology, syntax, dialectology and lexis. The final part
provides wide-ranging sociolinguistic detail, such as areas of usage (in government, church,
media, education, business), maintenance (institutional support offered), and prospects for
survival (examination of demographic changes and how they affect these languages). Special
Features: * Presents the first modern, comprehensive linguistic description of this important
language family * Provides a full discussion of the likely progress of Irish, Welsh and Breton *
Includes the most recent research on newly discovered Continental Celtic inscriptions
Irish Reconstructionist Polytheism is an often misunderstood path, but it is one with great
richness and depth for those who follow it. This short introductory book touches on the basic
beliefs and practices of Irish Polytheism as well as other important topics for people interested
in practicing the religion using a Reconstructionist methodology or who would just like to know
more about it. Explore the cosmology of the ancient Irish and learn how the old mythology and
living culture show us the Gods and spirits of Ireland and how to connect to them. Ritual
structure is explored, as well as daily practices and holidays, to create a path that brings the
old beliefs forward into the modern world.
In the first millennium b.c., two Ancient Celtic languages were spoken in what is today northern
Italy and southern Switzerland, along the northern part of the river Po, and in the valleys
around the big lakes on the southern slopes of the Alps. These languages, Lepontic and
Gaulish, are grouped together as Cisalpine Celtic, i.e. ‘Celtic on this side of the Alps’, viewed
from the perspective of the ancient Romans, in contrast to the Transalpine Gaulish language
on the far side of the Alps in modern France. Known from over 400 inscriptions that span
around 600 years, the two languages share the same writing system, borrowed from the
Etruscans to the south. This volume of the AELAW series offers an introduction to what is
known about the grammar and the lexicon of these languages, how to read the script and how
to interpret the the various types of inscriptions (graffiti on pottery, tombstones, dedicatory
formulae). This is accompanied by over forty new images and drawings of the inscribed
objects. A census of the inscriptions known today and a concise bibliography round off the
volume. The book contains 2 maps, 2 tables and 28 figures.
David Stifter’s Sengoídelc (SHAN-goy-thelg) provides a comprehensive introduction to Old
Irish grammar and metrics. As an introductory text to the Irish language spoken around the
eighth century C.E., this essential volume, covering all aspects of the grammar in a clear and
intuitive format, is ideally suited for use as a course book or as a guide for the independent
learner. This handbook also will be an essential reference work for students of Indo-European
philology and historical linguistics. Stifter leads the novice through the idiosyncrasies of the
language, such as initial mutations and the double inflection of verbs. Filled with translation
exercises based on selections from Old Irish texts, the book provides a practical introduction to
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the language and its rich history. Sengoídelc opens the door to the fascinating world of Old
Irish literature, famous not only for the Táin Bó Cúailnge (The Cattle Raid of Cúailnge) and its
lyrical nature poetry but also as a major source for the political and legal history of Ireland.
Stifter’s step-by-step approach and engaging style make his book an ideal tool for both the
self taught individual and the classroom environment. It will be of interest to beginning students
of Old and Middle Irish, to scholars of Irish history, Celtic culture, and comparative linguistics,
and to readers of Irish literature.
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